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certificates shall be in such form and subject to such conditions, 
directions, or rules as the Minister shall from time to time prescribe." 

13. The principal regulations are amended by inserting therein 
after Regulation 23 the following additional regulations :-

"23A. Before any certificate provided by these regulations is issued, 
a declaration that he will preserve the secrecy of correspondence shall 
be signed by the applicant." 

14. Paragraph (a) of Regulation 34 of the principal regulations is 
amended by adding thereto the following words: "Provided that in 
the case of a fixed station the letters may be followed by a single 
numeral (other than 0 or 1)." 

15. Regulation 35 of the principal regulations is revoked. 
16. The principal regulations are ::tmended by inserting therein 

after Regulation 36 the following additional regulation :-
"36A. When the nature of the service permits, directive aerial 

systems shall be employed for the transmission of any radio-communi
cation by means of waves above 6,000 kc/s (below 50 metres)." 

17. The principal- regulations are amended by inserting therein 
after Regulation 43 the following additional regulation :-

"43A. In the case of stations transmitting on frequencies in the 
bands from 100 to 160 kc/s (3,000 to 1,875 metres) and from 4,000 to 
2Q,000 kc/s (75 to 12 metres) such stations must be provided with a 
frequency-meter having an accuracy at least equal to 5/1000 or with 
an equivalent device." 

18; Regulation 61 of the principal regulations is hereby revoked, 
and the following substituted :-

" 61. No licensee or operator of any radio-station shall divulge to 
any unauthorized person, or in any unauthorized manner make use 
of any information whatsoever relating to general public correspond
ence, that may come to his knowledge by reason of the operation of 
the station." 

19. The principal regulations are amended by inserting therein 
after Regulation 61 the following additional regulation:-

- " 61A. Except with the authority 'of the Minister, neither the 
licensee nor operator of a mobile station nor any other person shall 
knowingly receive or permit to be knowingly received by the operation 
of such radio-station any radio communication not intended by the 
transmitting-station for reception at the first-mentioned station." 

20. Regulations 64 and 65 of the principal regulations are revoked, 
and the following regulations substituted :-

"64. (1) Any person who improperly commits to writing or 
divulges information relating to public correspondence that may come 
to his knowledge by reason of the operation of any radio-station 
commits an offence under' these regulations, and shall be liable to a 
fine of £50. 

" (2) Nothing in this regulation shall be deemed to prohibit a 
person duly authorized in that behalf from giving a copy of any 
telegram or information relating to any t-elegram to the person or 
persons entitled thereto, or to properly authorized officials of His 
Majesty's Government, or to a competent legal tribunal. 

"65. Any person who acts in contravention of or commits an 
offence against any of these regulations for which a penalty is not 
otherwise provided, or who commits any breach of the conditions of 
a license of which he is the holder, shall be liable to a fine not 
exceeding £10." 

21. Regulation 73 of the principal regulations is amended by 
adding thereto the following additional clause :-

"(6) In the case of a receiving-station being a mobile station 
installed in a motor-vehicle which is (a) not used for commercial 
purposes, and (b) owned by the holder of a fixed receiving-station 
license, and (0) garaged at the premises in which the fixed receiving
station is situate, no additional license is required. In all other cases, 
including the case where the vehicle is used partly or exclusively for 
a commercial purpose (as for an omnibus or a hackney carriage), the 
fee hereinbefore prescribed for an ' ordinary' license shall be payable 
in respect of such mobile receiving-station." 

22. Regulation 75 of the principal regulations is revoked, and the 
following substituted :-

"75. (1) Ship stations which participate in the international 
service of public correspondence are divided into three categories 
as follows :-

"First category: Comprising stations which maintain a 
continuous service: 

"Second category: Comprising stations having working 
hours of limited duration as indicated in clause (3) of 
this regulation:: 
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